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PAYING SERIOUS HOMAGE TO OUR CANADIAN ROOTS WITH 
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GEOMETRIC SHAPES, POP COLOURS AND ALPINE-INSPIRED 
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Our most technical, breathable 

and waterproof outerwear yet. Our 

Backcountry range with Cocona® 

Technology is perfect for those 

who won’t compromise when it 

comes to hiking and finding those 

perfect lines.

MEN
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1040: Backcountry Bib Pant

1041: Backcountry Jacket

 _ 20K/30K waterproof, breathable 
Cocona®  technical material

 _ Fully Cocona®  taped seams
 _ YKK AquaGuard™ contrast colour 

zips to pockets and front bib
 _ Large side leg pocket with 

hidden adjusters for leg length

 _ 20K/30K waterproof , 
breathable Cocona® 
technical material

 _ Fully Cocona®  taped seams
 _ YKK AquaGuard™ contrast 

colour zips 
 _ Full length storm flap
 _ Helmet compatible hood with 

easy function adjusters

 _ Inner leg vent system
 _ Longer leg opening with 

inner waterproof boot 
gaitors for ease over boots

 _ 2 x brushed Tricot™ lined 
hip pockets with inner key 
clip

 _ Front body strategically placed 
vent system 

 _ 2 x angled entry lower front 
secure, waterproof pockets

 _ Extra large inner front chest / 
map pocket

 _ Inner chest mesh goggle pocket
 _ Additional inner phone pocket 

with cable loop system

 _ Low waisted fit with inner waistband adjuster 
for comfort and movement

 _ Articulated knee, unrestricted loose leg shaping
 _ Removable bib with flexible adjustable straps
 _ GCS loops for interaction with jacket to fully 

protect from elements

 _ Lower outer sleeve security zipped pocket.
 _ Adjustable cuffs with inner stretch storm 

cuff with thumb opening
 _ GCS tabs on waterproof snow skirt to 

interact with bib pants
 _ Articulated sleeve shape on classic fit 

jacket for movement and comfort
 _ Adjustable flexible drawcorded hem

1001:

BLACK

1001:

BLACK

BACKCOUNTRY
- BIB PANT-

BACKCOUNTRY
- JACKET -
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Evaporative Cooling

Cocona® Fabrics spread moisture over a vast 
surface area created by the active particles 
accelerating evaporation, reducing dry times 
and keeping users dry and comfortable in 
both hot and cold environments.

Odour Management

Odours are adsorbed into the 
active particles and then 
released with normal laundering 
thereby refreshing the garment.

Natural Technology

Cocona® technology uses activated 
carbon derived from recycled 
coconut shells and naturally 
occurring minerals.

Cocona® active particles absorb energy to accelerate 
evaporation and increase breathability

Cocona® technology layer

DWR outer shell

Cocona® microporous
particles

100% waterproof extremely 
breathable membrane

Moisture vapour

Energy created by the body

WHAT IS COCONA®?
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MEN

Our Classic range goes back to the 
future with classic geometric shapes 

and neon influences – inspired by an 
era we always dreamed of.
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1031: HAUNTED 1044: SULPHER

Full of our best technical features and able to handle

a serious day on the mountain, the Tokum Jacket is the

Classic 10K collection at its best.

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated / Non-insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Fixed, Lycra™ topped powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle pocket

 _ YKK AquaGuard™ to centre front & 
offset front zip

 _ Helmet hood
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined vents
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal heat 
emboss print. Water resistant 
finish to hood, powder skirt. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ lining 
to body & sleeves for increased 
movement.

 _ Additional: New single adjust 
hood. Lower pockets now welt 
covered.

1061: Tokum Jacket / 1062: Tokum Jacket [Insulated]

TOKUM
- JACKET -
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TOKUM
- JACKET -
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1067: Strickland Jacket [Insulated]

1007: IN THE NAVY

 _ Loose fit
 _ High loft insulation
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle pocket

 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets in side 

entry pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print 
+ water resistant to hood, powder 
skirt and hem. Stretch wicking Tricot™ 
lining to body & sleeves for increased 
movement.

 _ Additional: Lower patch pockets have 
waterseal closure to top. Side entry 
zip pockets behind patch pockets. Zip 
pocket to chest.

1045: SYRUP 1054: VANCOUVER SUN

STRICKLAND
- JACKET -

1036: RUSTY 1031: HAUNTED 1063: ENDLESS BLUE

 _ Classic fit, extra long length
 _ High loft insulation
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Zip out Lycra™ topped powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket accessed via 

Napoleon pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre 

front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet venting
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Upper zip hand warmer 

pockets

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print, bright 
orange, water resistant to hood, powder skirt 
and hem. Stretch wicking Tricot™ lining to 
body & sleeves for increased movement.

 _ Additional: Zip off sherpa to hood. Patch 
pocket to sleeve, with zip security pocket. 
Drawcord adjust to inner waist. Shaped back 
hem. Zip fastening lower pockets. Velcro™ 
adjusting cuffs.

1066: Wood Parka [Insulated]

WOOD
- PARKA -
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 _ Classic fit, new overhead shape
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed, Lycra™ topped powder 

skirt. This fastens at the side 
opening, which is a new feature 
for our overhead block.

 _ GCS system

 _ iPhone pocket
 _ YKK 2 colour AquaGuard™ to centre 

front. Is a half zip
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips. NOT mesh lined. Left 

zip extends to hem allowing the jacket 
to be easily put on and taken off.

 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Lower zip hand warmer pockets

 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print 

+ water resistant. Stretch wicking 
Tricot™ lining to body & sleeves 
for increased movement.

 _ Additional: 3 way adjusting hood 
(adjusts to front & via toggle at 
back). Large ‘map pocket’ to front, 
Velcro™ fastening. Zip closure 
lower pockets.

1049: Fox Overhead [Insulated]
1007: IN THE NAVY 1063: ENDLESS BLUE

FOX
- OVERHEAD -

1030: CLAMATO 1007: IN THE NAVY

1050: Emmet Jacket

 _ Slim, long fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ iPhone pocket accessed via 

Napoleon pocket
 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front

 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Eyelet venting
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined. Mesh lined 

vent at back, underneath yoke seam
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss 
print + water resistant to 
hood, powder skirt and hem. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ 
lining to body and sleeves for 
increased movement.

 _ Additional: Zip pocket to chest

EMMET
- JACKET -
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1085: Baines Softshell
1007: IN THE NAVY 1044: SULPHUR

 _ Classic softshell fit
 _ 6k/6k softshell fabric tech
 _ Fixed powder skirt - new 

feature for our softshells
 _ Internal headphone outlet 

from chest pocket.

 _ Goggle pocket - new for softshells
 _ YKK 2 colour Vislon™ zip, to centre 

front & to chest pocket
 _ Eyelet venting
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust at inner side seam

 _ Lining Features: Bonded 
softshell fabric, brushed fleece 
finish to inner.

 _ Additional: New cuff technology: 
Velcro™ wrist adjuster 
transforms into thumb loop. 

BAINES SOFTSHELL
- JACKET -

1050: TEARS 1001: BLACK

1065: Ego Jacket [Insulated]

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated / Non-insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK 2 colour AquaGuard™ to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined vents
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss 

print + water resistant. Stretch 
wicking Tricot™ lining to body & 
sleeves for increased movement.

Waterseal closure to top pocket.
Zip fastening lower pockets.

1025: CORLIMEY 1030: CLAMATO

1064: Ego Print Jacket
Large 3 surfer logo to back hem. Waterseal closure 
to top pocket. Zip fastening lower pockets.

1063: Ego Spectrum Jacket [Insulated]  /  1064: Ego Print Jacket  /  1065: Ego Jacket [Insulated]

EGO
- JACKET -
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1193: Spectrum Pant

 _ Classic fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Hem adjust via side cargo 

pants

 _ Waist adjust via drawcord at 
inner waistband 

 _ Hem opening: outer boot 
zipper, with full gusset

 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. Stretch lining in body 
to allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Zip closure to upper pockets. 
Velcro™ fastening back pockets. Snap fastening 
cargo pockets. Extra zip pocket at right cargo.

1063: Ego Spectrum Jacket
[Insulated]
COLOUR 1173: SPECTRUM PRINT

Limited edition print. This print 
has been inspired by archive 
Canadian advertisements and press 
combined with Back to the Future 
inspiration. Waterseal closure to 
top pocket. Zip fastening lower 
pockets.

1193: Spectrum Pant
COLOUR 1173: SPECTRUM PRINT

Limited edition print. This print 
has been inspired by archive 
Canadian advertisements and press 
combined with Back to the Future 
inspiration.

 _ Classic fit
 _ Non-insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK 2 colour AquaGuard™ to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined vents
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print 

+ water resistant. Stretch wicking 
Tricot™ lining to body & sleeves for 
increased movement.

1063: Ego Spectrum Jacket [Insulated]

EGO SPECTRUM
- JACKET -

SPECTRUM
- PANT -
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1052: McFly Jacket

1031: HAUNTED

 _ Classic fit
 _ High loft insulation
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle pocket

 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print 
+ water resistant to hood, powder 
skirt and hem. Stretch wicking Tricot™ 
lining to body and sleeves for 
increased movement.

1036: RUSTY 1063: ENDLESS BLUE

McFLY
- JACKET -

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 5k/5k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front.
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet venting
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner side seam

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print + water 
resistant to hood, powder skirt and hem. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ lining to body & 
sleeves for increased movement.

 _ Additional: Velcro™ fastening welt pocket to 
inner. Has headphone loop to inner neck seam.

1094: Method Jacket [Insulated]

METHOD
- JACKET -

1082: SINATRA BLUE 1039: BEER BOTTLE 1044: SULPHUR
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1036: RUSTY 1063: ENDLESS BLUE

1069: Dawson Bib Pant

 _ Low rider fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric 

tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS systems
 _ Waist adjust via internal 

Velcro™ straps
 _ Hem opening: outer boot 

zipper, with full gusset.
 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh 

lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal 

emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. 
Stretch lining in body to 
allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Based on 
traditional carpenter 
overalls. Velcro™ back 
pockets and coin pocket. 
Velcro™ fastening patch 
pocket to bib, with 
traditional tool holes 
in pocket. Zip fastening 
front pockets. Side 
opening bib with zip, 
fixing with snaps & 
Velcro™. Stretch fabric 
to side of bib for 
movement. Fully adjusting 
straps with elastic for 
flexibility. Twin needle 
reinforced seams.

1068: Upperlevels 2 Pant 1095: Method Pant

 _ Classic fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Hem adjust via side cargo 

pants
 _ Waist adjust via drawcord 

at inner waistband 
 _ Hem opening: outer boot 

zipper, with full gusset

 _ Straight leg fit
 _ 5k/5k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Hem opening: Snap fastening with full gusset
 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed 

Tricot™ in seat of pant. Stretch lining in 
body to allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Waistband fastens with Velcro™  
& 1 concealed snap.

 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss 

print. Brushed Tricot™ in seat 
of pant. Stretch lining in body 
to allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Zip closure to upper 
pockets. Velcro™ fastening back 
pockets. Snap fastening cargo 
pockets. Extra zip pocket at 
right cargo.

1054: VANCOUVER SUN1007: IN THE NAVY 1046: PUMPKIN 1044: SULPHUR 1007: IN THE NAVY

UPPERLEVELS 2
- PANT -

METHOD
- PANT -

DAWSON BIB
- PANT -
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1070: Cut Pant

1071: Cockalorum Pant

 _ Straight leg
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Hem adjust via side cargo 

pockets

 _ Waist adjust Velcro™ 
straps to outer waist

 _ Hem opening: outer boot 
zipper, with full gusset

 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh 
lined

 _ key clip to inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed Tricot™ 
in seat of pant. Stretch lining in body to allow 
movement in leg

 _ Additional: Pass pocket hidden underneath side 
cargo pocket. Velcro™ fastening back pockets. Snap 
fastening cargo pockets with Waterseal closure. Waist 
fastens with 2 x snaps & Velcro™.

 _ Slim fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k 

fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system

 _ Waist adjust via internal 
Velcro™ straps

 _ Hem opening: inner boot zipper 
with full gusset

 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed Tricot™ 
in seat of pant. Stretch lining in body to allow 
movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Front pockets zip fastening. Branded snap 
fastening to waistband with Velcro™.

COCKALORUM
- PANT -

1039: BEER BOTTLE

1001: BLACK

1044: SULPHUR

1025: CORLIMEY

1001: BLACK

1036: RUSTY

1031: HAUNTED1050: TEARS

1063: ENDLESS BLUE

1020: COMMANDO

CUT
- PANT -

1045: SYRUP
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Harking back to our Canadian roots, 
Yaletown is our new collection of 
alpine-inspired clothing fit for any 

mountain man.

MEN
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 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle Pocket

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed Lycra™ topped powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket accessed via 

Napoleon pocket
 _ Goggle Pocket

 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets at upper 

zip access pockets
 _ Hem adjust via lower pockets

 _ YKK Vislon™ zip
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet venting to underarm
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets via 

side entry zips
 _ Hem adjust via inner 

pockets

 _ Lining Features: Water resistant coated lining 
to hood & powder skirt. Wicking stretch Tricot™ 
lining to body & sleeves for improved movement.

 _ Additional: Contrast fabric panelling. Zip upper 
pockets, waterseal Velcro™ fastening to lower 
pockets. Elbow reinforcement panels. 3 way 
adjusting hood with leather toggles & branding.

 _ Lining features: Water resistant coated 
lining to hood & powder skirt. Wicking 
stretch Tricot™ lining to body & sleeves for 
improved movement.

 _ Additional: Zip pocket to chest, concealed 
under yoke panel. 4 pockets to lower garment, 
2 side entry zip fastening, 2 accessed via 
Velcro™ waterseal closure. 3 way hood adjust 
with leather toggles, leather branding.

1036: RUSTY 1031: HAUNTED

1056: Dewey Jacket [Insulated]

1055: Cole Jacket [Insulated]

1001: BLACK 1174: RUSTY PLAID

DEWEY
- JACKET -

COLE
- JACKET -
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 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front 
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust to inner side seam

 _ Lining Features: Knit print 
lining with water resistant 
coating to hood, body & sleeves. 
Wicking Tricot™ stretch lining 
panelled in body.

 _ Additional: Snap fastening 
waterseal closure pockets.

1045: SYRUP 1031: HAUNTED

1034: Cambie Puffer [Insulated]

CAMBIE
- PUFFER -

1036: RUSTY 1062: TOBASCO

GARAGE 2
- JACKET -

 _ Slim fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed Lycra™ topped powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet venting to underarm
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets 

 _ Lining features: Water resistant 
coated heat emboss lining to hood, 
powder skirt & below powder skirt. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ to rest of 
body & sleeves.

1090: Garage 2 Jacket [Insulated]

 _ Classic long fit
 _ High loft synthetic wadding insulation
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Lycra™ topped, zip out powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket accessed via Napoleon 

pocket
 _ Goggle Pocket
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 _ Low rider fit
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Waist adjust via internal 

Velcro™ straps.
 _ Hem opening: outer boot zipper, 

with full gusset
 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

1077: Dawson Denim
COLOUR 1041: INDIGO DENIM

 _ Slim boot-cut
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system

 _ Waist adjust via internal 
Velcro™ straps

 _ Hem opening: outer boot 
zipper, with full gusset

 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined

1033: Armstrong Pant
COLOUR 1041: INDIGO DENIM

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. Stretch lining in 
body to allow movement in leg. 

 _ Additional: Velcro™ & snap fastening 
waistband.  Velcro™ fastening ticket pocket. 
Zip fastening front pockets. Leather branding. 
Twin needle reinforced seams.

 _ Lining Features: Tonal 
emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. 
Stretch lining in body to 
allow movement in leg.  

 _ Additional: Based on a 
traditional carpenter 
overall. Velcro™ fastening 
back pockets, Velcro™ 
fastening coin pocket 
to front right. Velcro™ 
fastening patch pocket 
to bib, with traditional 
tool holes in pocket. 
Zip fastening front 
pockets. Opens at side 
with zip, fixing with 
snaps & Velcro™. Stretch 
fabric to side of bib for 
movement. Fully adjusting 
straps with elastic for 
flexibility. Metal clasps 
to strap fastening to bib. 
Twin needle reinforced 
seams.

 _ Shirt softshell fit
 _ 6k/6k softshell fabric tech
 _ Headphone outlet from chest 

pocket to inner garment, 
headphone loop at neck seam.

 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre 
front

 _ Eyelet venting to underarm
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner side 

seam

 _ Lining Features: Bonded brushed 
fleece to inner softshell

 _ Additional: centre front 
placket is designed to look 
like a a button down shirt 
but is actually a storm flap 
covering the zip. Top pockets 
are Velcro™ closing. Lower 
pockets are zip fastening. Hood 
has drawcord fastening. Leather 
branding. Soft finish fabric, 
flannel shirt look. Velcro™ 
adjusting cuffs.

1086: Frank Softshell Shirt
COLOUR 1184: TOBASCO PLAID

FRANK SOFTSHELL
- SHIRT -

DAWSON
- DENIM PANT -

ARMSTRONG
- DENIM PANT -
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 _ Classic overhead fit
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ iPhone pocket accessed 

via Napoleon pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ half zip to 

centre front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet venting to 

underarm.
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Large hand warmer kangaroo 
pocket

 _ Hem adjust to outer side seam
 _ Lining Features: Stripe print 

lining to inner hood, lower 
body. Wicking Tricot™ stretch 
lining to some body & sleeves.

 _ Additional: Snap fastening 
pockets with waterseal 
closure. 3 way adjust hood 
with leather adjusters. 
Leather branding.

1030: Buller Overhead Jacket

1045: SYRUP1063: ENDLESS BLUE

BULLER
- OVERHEAD -

1031: HAUNTED 1062: TOBASCO

 _ New lightweight jacket
 _ Thin loft insulation with water 

resistant finish
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ YKK Metaluxe™ zips to centre 

front with full inner zip guard
 _ Eyelet venting to underarm
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hem adjust via inner side seam
 _ Lining features: Quilted water 

resistant coated lining with 
heat emboss to body. This is knit 
print in the Haunted version, 
heat emboss in the Tobasco 
version. Wicking stretch Tricot™ 
to sleeves for movement.

 _ Additional: Lightweight packable 
carry jacket

1048: Chip Jacket [Light insulation]

CHIP
- JACKET -

1036: RUSTY 1045: SYRUP

 _ Slim vest fit
 _ Synthetic high loft 

wadding insulation
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ YKK Metaluxe™ zips to 

centre front
 _ Hand warmer pockets      

 _ Lining Features: 
Water resistant 
coated lining. Navy 
heat emboss lining 
in Rusty colourway.

 _ Additional: Zip 
fastening lower 
pockets

1057: Stefansson Vest [Insulated]

STEFANSSON
- VEST -
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Blueb ird is our bespoke
women’s range that takes flight 
with sugarcoated pop colours
and a tough attitude for the

d iscern ing female r ider .

WOMEN
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1001: BLACK 1050: TEARS

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK reverse coil AquaGuard™ 

zip to centre front.
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs

 _ Slim fit
 _ Softshell 6k/6k fabric 

tech
 _ Headphone outlet behind 

kangaroo pocket & 
headphone loop to inner 
neck

 _ YKK 2 colour Vislon™ zip
 _ Eyelet vents to underarm
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets

 _ 2 way pit zips mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner 

pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal 

heat emboss print. Water 
resistant finish to hood 
& powder skirt. Stretch 
wicking Tricot™ lining 
to body & sleeves for 
increased movement.

 _ Hem adjuster toggle on 
inner side seam.

 _ Lining Features: Bonded 
softshell fabric, 
brushed fleece finish 
to inner.

 _ Additional: Drawcord 
adjuster to hood 
opening. Zip fastening 
pockets. Thumb hold in 
cuff.

1072: Gigawatts Jacket [Insulated] 1087: Jenni Softshell Jacket

1007: IN THE NAVY 1047: RASPBERRY 1060: ICEPOP

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front 
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket

 _ Lining features: Tonal heat emboss print. Water 
resistant finish to hood & powder skirt. Stretch 
wicking Tricot™ lining to body & sleeves for 
increased movement.

 _ Additional: Deep elastic cuff with Velcro™ fastening. 
Zip fastening pockets, concealed by pocket panel. 
Velcro™ fastening welt pocket to inner.

1047: RASPBERRY 1007: IN THE NAVY

1073: Hill Valley Jacket [Insulated]

JENNI SOFTSHELL
- JACKET -

GIGAWATTS
- JACKET -

HILL VALLEY
- JACKET -
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1050: TEARS

1001: BLACK

1047: RASPBERRY

With sleek, simple lines and all the best features

– Altus™ 10k/10k fabric, fully seam sealed, YKK Metaluxe zips,

powder skirt, hidden pass pocket etc etc – the Lansdown Jacket

will comfortably see you through the season and beyond.

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Fixed, Lycra™ topped 

powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle pocket

 _ YKK Metaluxe™ zips to centre front & 
pockets. Full inner zip guard to centre 
front to avoid moisture to body.

 _ Helmet hood
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh lined vents
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal heat 

emboss print. Water resistant 
finish to hood & powder skirt. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ lining 
to body & sleeves for increased 
movement.

1074: Lansdowne Jacket [Insulated]

LANSDOWN
- JACKET -
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1063: ENDLESS BLUE

1020: COMMANDO

1045: SYRUP

Although the Dolly Parka looks like a fashionable jacket,

fresh from the high street, don’t be fooled! This highly

technical piece of kit merges street style with all the

features you need for a day on the mountain.

 _ Loose, extra long fit
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric 

tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Zip out Lycra™ topped 

powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ Patch pocket to inner 

with headphone outlet.

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre 

front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet vents to underarm.  

Vent at back yoke under panel.
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hem adjust via upper zip 

pockets

 _ Lining Features: Soft sherpa lining in hood, quilted 
orange (traditional parka style). Tonal heat emboss 
lining to body water resistant finish, stretch 
wicking Tricot™ in sleeves for increased movement.

 _ Additional: Zip out faux fur trim to hood, 3 way 
adjusting hood (front & back) drawcord to waistband, 
patch pocket to sleeve with Velcro™ pocket & 
additional zip pocket. Velcro™ closing lower 
pockets, zip fastening upper hand warmer pockets, 
traditional parka shaped back hem.

1054: Dolly Parka [Insulated]

DOLLY
- PARKA -
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1192: Kaleidoscope Pant [Light weight insulation]

 _ Classic fit
 _ Lightweight insulation for 

improved fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook

 _ GCS system
 _ Hem adjust via Velcro™ strap from inner leg.
 _ Waist adjust via drawcord at inner waistband
 _ Hem opening: zip opening with full gusset
 _ 2 way zip vents to inner thigh, mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss 
print. Brushed Tricot™ in seat of 
pant. Stretch lining in body to 
allow movement in leg.

1053: Gigawatts Print Jacket
[Insulated]
COLOUR 1172: KALEIDOSCOPE

Limited edition kaleidoscope 
inspired print in panelling with 
colour block fabrics.

1192: Kaleidoscope Pant
[Light weight insulation]
COLOUR 1172: KALEIDOSCOPE

Limited edition kaleidoscope 
inspired print.

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK reverse coil AquaGuard™ zip to centre 

front. Water resistant pocket zips.
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pocket
 _ Lining Features: Tonal heat emboss 

print. Water resistant finish 
to hood & powder skirt. Stretch 
wicking Tricot™ lining to body & 
sleeves for increased movement.

1053: Gigawatts Print Jacket [Insulated]

GIGAWATTS PRINT
- JACKET -

KALEIDOSCOPE
- PANT -
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1026: Le Roi Pant

1091: Dejavous Pant [Light weight insulation]

 _ Slim fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k 

fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system

 _ Classic
 _ Lightweight insulation for 

improved fit
 _ Altus™ 10k/10k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system

 _ Waist adjust via internal 
Velcro™ straps

 _ Hem opening: zip opening with 
full gusset

 _ 2 way zip vents to inner thigh, 
mesh lined

 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Hem adjust via Velcro™ strap from inner leg, 
through loop at outer leg. This is a new 
method for Westbeach.

 _ Waist adjust via drawcord at inner waistband
 _ Hem opening: zip opening with full gusset
 _ 2 way zip vents to inner thigh, mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed Tricot™ 
in seat of pant. Stretch lining in body to allow 
movement in leg

 _ Additional: Slim ergonomic fit. YKK Metaluxe™ zips 
to front pockets. Velcro™ fastening back pockets. 
Velcro™ & snap fastening to waistband.

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print.  
Brushed Tricot™ in seat of pant. 
Stretch lining in body to allow 
movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Limited edition 
kaleidoscope inspired print. All 
other details as above Dejavous pant.

1001: BLACK1060: ICEPOP 1051: DIGITAL CLOUD

1001: BLACK

LE ROI
- PANT -

DEJAVOUS
- PANT -

1045: SYRUP 1050: TEARS

1007: IN THE NAVY 1047: RASPBERRY
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1097: Twist Pant [Light weight insulation]

 _ Classic
 _ Lightweight insulation
 _ 5k/5k fabric tech

 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Snap fastening hem 

opening with full gusset

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print. Brushed Tricot™ 
in seat of pant. Stretch lining in body to allow 
movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Waistband fastens with Velcro™ & 1 
concealed snap.

1047: RASPBERRY1007: IN THE NAVY

1082: SINATRA BLUE 1007: IN THE NAVY 1047: RASPBERRY

 _ Classic fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 5k/5k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed powder skirt.
 _ Goggle pocket

 _ Vislon™ zip to centre front
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet vents to underarm
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via toggles at 

inner side seam

 _ Lining Features: Tonal emboss print + water 
resistant to hood, powder skirt and hem. 
Stretch wicking Tricot™ lining to body & 
sleeves for increased movement.

 _ Additional: Velcro™ fastening welt pocket to 
inner. Has headphone loop to inner neck seam.

1096: Twist Jacket [Insulated]

TWIST
- JACKET -

TWIST
- PANT -
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WOMEN

Lost romance and opulence combine with 
the harsh wilderness to bring together 

our Yaletown range for women.
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1174: RUSTY PLAID 1062: TOBASCO 1031: HAUNTED

 _ Classic longer length 
fit

 _ Insulated
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed Lycra™ topped 

powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket

 _ Goggle Pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre front.
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ Eyelet pit vents
 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner pockets

 _ Lining Features: Water resistant coated striped 
lining in plain colourways. Plaid colourway has water 
resistant coated heat emboss lining. Stretch wicking 
Tricot™ lining to body & sleeves for movement

 _ Additional: Traditional duffle styling. Zip off hood 
fur. Toggle fastenings. Leather branding.    4 pockets 
to lower garment, top access water seal closure, 
Velcro™ fastening pocket flaps / zip access side entry 
pockets. Snap fastening cuffs.

1075: Beatty Duffle [Insulated]

1060: Jolliet Pant 1037: Appledale Pant

 _ New high waisted, slim fit
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Waist adjust via Velcro™ 

straps to outer waistband
 _ Outer boot zipper with full 

gusset
 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ Slim fit
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Fully seam sealed
 _ Boot hook
 _ GCS system
 _ Waist adjust via internal 

Velcro™ straps
 _ Hem opening: outer boot 

zipper, with full gusset
 _ 2 way thigh vents mesh 

lined

 _ Lining Features: Tonal 
emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. 
Stretch lining in body to 
allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: New fit 
for Westbeach. Ticket 
pocket to waistband. Zip 
front pockets. Velcro™ 
fastening back pockets.

 _ Lining Features: Tonal 
emboss print. Brushed 
Tricot™ in seat of pant. 
Stretch lining in body to 
allow movement in leg.

 _ Additional: Velcro™ & 
snap fastening waistband. 
Velcro™ fastening ticket 
pocket. Zip fastening 
front pockets. Leather 
branding. Twin needle 
reinforced seams.

1045: SYRUP 1041: INDIGO DENIM1063: ENDLESS BLUE

BEATTY
- DUFFLE -

JOLLIET
- PANT -

APPLEDALE
- PANT -
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 _ Slim vest
 _ Synthetic high loft 

wadding insulation
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech

 _ iPhone pocket
 _ YKK Metaluxe™ zips to centre front
 _ Hand warmer pockets

 _ Lining Features: Water resistant coated lining. 
Striped lining in Syrup / Haunted colourways.  
Navy heat emboss lining in Rusty colourway.

 _ Additional: Zip fastening lower pockets.  

1036: RUSTY 1063: ENDLESS BLUE 1001: BLACK

1059: Varennes Vest [Insulated]

 _ Classic longer length fit
 _ Synthetic high loft 

wadding insulation
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Lycra™ topped, zip out 

powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket accessed 

via Napoleon pocket
 _ Goggle Pocket
 _ Goggle pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre 

front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs

 _ Classic longer length fit
 _ Insulated
 _ 8k/8k fabric tech
 _ Critically seam sealed
 _ Fixed Lycra™ topped 

powder skirt
 _ GCS system
 _ iPhone pocket
 _ Goggle Pocket
 _ YKK Vislon™ zip to centre 

front
 _ Hidden pass pocket
 _ Inner cuffs
 _ 2 way pit zips, mesh 

lined
 _ Key clip to inner pocket

 _ 2 way pit zips mesh 
lined

 _ Key clip to inner pocket
 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust to inner side 

seam 
 _ Lining features: Knit 

print lining with water 
resistant coating to 
hood, body & sleeves.  
Wicking Tricot™ stretch 
lining panelled in body.

 _ Additional: Snap 
fastening waterseal 
closure pockets.

 _ Hand warmer pockets
 _ Hem adjust via inner 

pockets
 _ Lining features: Water 

resistant coated stripe 
printed lining.

 _ Additional: 3 way 
adjusting hood with 
leather adjusters. Leather 
branding. Drawcord to 
inner waistband. Zip 
pocket positioned under 
left yoke panel. Lower 
pockets are zip fastening, 
covered with Velcro™ 
closing pocket flap.

1076: Bayshore Puffer [Insulated] 1058: Louis Jacket [Insulated]

1063: ENDLESS BLUE 1001: BLACK1031: HAUNTED 1045: SYRUP

BAYSHORE
- PUFFER -

VARENNES
- VEST -

LOUIS
- JACKET -
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